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This article characterizes the conditions under which holdout (i.e. bargaining inefficiency)
may, or may not be significant in a two-sided, one-buyer-many-seller model with comple-
mentarity. Our central result is that the severity of holdout (i.e. inefficiency) is critically
dependent on three issues, (a) the transparency of the bargaining protocol, (b) the out-
side option of the buyer, and (c) the marginal contribution of the last seller. We find that
although the accepted wisdom that holdout is severe, goes through whenever either the
buyer has no outside option, or the bargaining protocol is secret, the holdout problem
however is largely resolved whenever either the bargaining protocol is transparent and the
buyer has a positive outside option, or if the marginal contribution of the last seller is not
too large.

© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Many economic activities involve a single buyer seeking to acquire and combine objects from several sellers, e.g. drug
development often requires separate patents, land developers have to combine separate plots of land and firms often pur-
chase assets of other firms. Further, firms often bargain with multiple unions, and, in case of financial distress, with multiple
creditors. Coase’s (1960) famous railroad example considers a situation where a railroad has to acquire plots of land from
several farmers.1

Given the complementarity inherent in all such activities, received wisdom suggests that the outcome is likely to exhibit
holdout, with sellers refusing to transact until others have already done so, when commencing production becomes more
profitable, allowing those sellers who holdout to extract a greater share of the surplus. In such a scenario holdout is ex-
pected to cause inefficiencies, viz. delay, or the implementation of an inefficient project, and even, in the presence of strong
complementarity, a complete breakdown of negotiation.2

* Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: prabalrc1@gmail.com (P. Roy Chowdhury), kunal.sengupta@sydney.edu.au (K. Sengupta).

1 Similarly, Cournot analyzed a problem where a brass manufacturer has to buy copper and zinc from two monopoly suppliers.
2 In the context of land acquisition, many countries, including the USA, have promulgated eminent domain laws (that allow land acquisition for public

purposes on payment of compensation), presumably to counter this holdout problem. One of our motivating examples comes from West Bengal, India,
where the state government used the Land Acquisitions Act, 1894, to acquire land for building an automobile factory for Nano (the one lakh rupee car)
in Singur (West Bengal). It has also been argued by some, e.g. Parisi (2002), that problems like excessive fragmentation can be traced, at least partially, to
such holdout problems. In the patents literature, Shapiro (2001) suggests that holdout can be a serious obstacle to R&D.
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We formalize such interactions as a non-cooperative bargaining problem with one buyer and many sellers, focusing on
the tension between the complementarity intrinsic to such a setup, and efficiency. Our central result is that the severity
of holdout (i.e. inefficiency) is critically dependent on three issues, (a) the transparency of the bargaining protocol, (b) the
outside option of the buyer, and (c) the marginal contribution of the last seller. We find that although the accepted wisdom
that holdout is severe, goes through whenever either the buyer has no outside option, or the bargaining protocol is secret,
the holdout problem however is largely resolved whenever either the bargaining protocol is transparent and the buyer has
a positive outside option, or if the marginal contribution of the last seller is not too large.

To this end we consider the interaction between one buyer and n � 2 sellers, all of whom have an object to sell. These
objects can be combined to produce value. In particular, all sellers have identical objects, with a project using m objects
having value v(m). We assume that v(m) is strictly super-additive, with perfect complementarity arising as a special case
where v(m) = 0, ∀m < n. This formulation allows for different degrees of complementarity, with the buyer being allowed to
implement a ‘partial’ project that does not require the use of all objects.

The negotiation process that we consider is a natural extension of the Rubinstein (1982) bargaining model in which the
agents, the buyer, as well as the sellers, make simultaneous offers to the other side of the market in alternate periods.
Note that this protocol is symmetric in the sense that at no point during negotiation it is the case that an active seller is
shut out of the bargaining process. The buyer can choose to exit at any period when he can implement a partial project
(involving the objects collected so far), or opt for an outside option of C � 0. Further, buyer offers are publicly observable
(though we later also allow for secret offers). The question of interest is the possibility of obtaining equilibria in which
the buyer’s payoff is bounded away from zero and are, moreover, asymptotically efficient, i.e. one where the grand project is
implemented with ‘negligible’ delay costs.

In order to focus on the holdout problem more sharply, we begin by analyzing the case of perfect complementarity, so
that v(s) = 0, ∀s < n. We show that no asymptotically efficient equilibrium exists if the outside option is zero, with the
buyer payoff in any equilibrium being bounded above by an amount that goes to zero as the discount factor goes to one.
Thus in this case the holdout problem is very severe. The result however changes dramatically if the buyer has a positive
outside option. In that case there exist equilibria that are asymptotically efficient and in which the buyer obtains a payoff
close to 1/2.

We then examine a natural alternative to the public offer protocol studied so far, namely one where buyer offers are
secret so that a seller only observes the offer being made to her, but not the offers that are being made to the other sellers.
In this case holdout is severe with there being complete bargaining breakdown, so that the buyer opts out at the first
period without collecting any of the objects, whenever the outside option is positive. If the outside option is zero, then
while efficient equilibria may exist, buyer payoffs in all equilibria are ‘negligible’.

These results are of interest for several reasons. First, these establish that protocol transparency, as well as the presence
of outside options for the buyer, is critical as far as efficiency is concerned.3 Second, we identify a class of scenarios where
the received wisdom, that holdout is severe, goes through. These results thus extend the literature on one-buyer-many-
seller-bargaining problems with complementarity, viz. Cai (2000, 2003) and Menezes and Pitchford (2004), which concludes
that inefficiency is endemic in such setups (see detailed discussion later). Equally interestingly though, we find that efficient
equilibria exist whenever offers are public and the buyer has a positive outside option (however small), so that the holdout
problem is arguably resolved in this case.4

The intuition for these results depends on an interplay of two factors. Suppose the buyer has already acquired n − 1 of
the objects. Then the buyer has a strong incentive to conclude bargaining with the remaining seller also. Thus this seller
(and thus ex ante all sellers) has some bargaining power. On the other hand, the buyer can opt out, which is a potential
source of bargaining power for the buyer. When offers are secret however, the buyer cannot credibly commit to opt out of
the game. This is because the buyer can make secret agreements with the other sellers, which may reduce his incentive to
opt out. With public offers and a positive outside option for the buyer however, such secret agreements are not possible so
that threats of opting out are credible. Hence the difference in results.

We then extend the analysis to the case where complementarity is less than perfect, so that v(s) is not necessarily zero
for s < n. We find that the marginal contribution of the n-th seller, i.e. 1 − v(n − 1) plays a critical role in the analysis.
Whenever the marginal contribution of the last seller is not too small, in the sense that v(n − 1) < 1/2, we find that
the results are analogous to those under perfect complementarity (except for the case when C < v(n − 2) and offers are
secret). However, when v(n − 1) > 1

2 , there is an efficient equilibrium where the grand project is implemented in the first

3 Interestingly, transparency plays a key role in efficiency calculations in, e.g. the industrial organization literature also. It is also often commonly argued
that transparency of governance is a key factor in determining the level of corruption in a society. Stiglitz (1989), for example, shows that greater trans-
parency, in the form of lower search costs, can lead to a reduction in prices in a competitive model. In the context of dynamic oligopoly, the effect is less
clear. Greater information sharing among the competing firms may make defection from a collusive outcome easier to detect, thus making collusion easier
to sustain. Albaek et al. (1997), for example, show how greater information sharing led to an increase in prices in the Danish ready-mixed cement industry.
Vives (2002), among others, examines the incentive for information sharing among competing firms in a static oligopoly. In contrast to Stiglitz (1989) and
Vives (2002), however, in the present paper transparency refers to the observability of the strategic decisions taken by the agents. Further, in contrast to
the dynamic oligopoly literature, in the present paper transparency promotes, rather than hinders efficiency.

4 Interestingly, this view finds some support in the empirical literature on land acquisition. Benson (2005), for example, discusses examples where private
railroads managed to collect the required plots without any government intervention. In the Indian context, for example, while the Nano project in Singur,
West Bengal ran into problems, around the same time there were many instances of trouble free land acquisition by private agents, even in West Bengal.
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